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1. Oliva Parlic- Bloody Shoes (2004)                    2. Nicholas McDonald- Gender Identity  

 

Oliva Parlic transforms everyday objects into obscene and controversial sculptures which challenge 

and question the roles of women. Her choice to use Sculpture is interesting as she makes surreal 

objects ‘real’ and tangible, contradicting what is normal and ‘correct’ in a Women’s world.                                                                                                                                                 

The Artist explores the concepts of Gender, Desire and Social Identity.  

The contrasting use of colour and lighting is very striking and elegant. The crisp lines, curves and 

shadows makes it aesthetically pleasing, compared to her other gruesome Works. The sculpture 

epitomises domestic, feminine culture through the delicate shoes against the clean, background.  

However, there are sinister undertones. The extreme curvature of the shoe and the tiny point of the 

toe, makes the heels look unpractical and fetishist. Parlic illustrates that our desires and thoughts 

also make-up our social identity.   

 

The shoes are delicately placed on a soft cushion, another symbol of home life and domesticity yet 

the background is clinical and devoid of colour. On the other hand, the white background also 
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represents purity and innocence. Parlic plays with a sense of devilish irony by juxtaposing this with 

the red insole.                          

 

Red traditionally symbolises, many emotions and thoughts. It is associated with anger, arousal and 

boldness which are all expressed within this piece. Typically, the inside of a shoe isn’t seen. Instead 

of repressing desire, Parlic highlights the desire some women feel and identify with.                                                                                                                                         

Furthermore, the red insole adds to the sinister imagery as it also reminds us of blood, hence the 

name of the Sculpture.  

The name of the sculpture is ambiguous and open for interpretation. It could represent the pain and 

struggle to be a woman in today’s society but it also connotes women’s desires and fulfilment.  

The composition is deliberate and unnerving, juxtaposing the stereotype of women sustaining a 

homely residence that is warm and welcoming.  As mentioned before, Parlic challenges the roles of 

Women in the home and in Society. An Author explained that ‘gender structure functions as a 

system of social stratification’ and the traits, of men and women are valued unequally. (Renzetti, 

C.M) This can be viewed on both sides, for those who identity as their born gender. From 1940 to 

1960, Patriarchy was the dominant gender structure. Men were superior because of their physical 

strengths. In the modern age women have freedom to find their own social identity, but the 

Patriarchal mindset still lives in todays society and sometimes women are still seen as less capable. 

In the same book one of the Authors discussed the opinion of ‘Structural Functionalists’ Who believe 

Women’s work is a ‘duty’ and they should be keepers of the home and reproduce society, while the 

Man provides for the family. But the relationship between the sexes is supposed to be 

complementary. Parlic would disagree with part of this concept, believing that women should have 

freedom from their male counterparts and create their own social identity. Men and women have 

different strengths, and we need masculine and feminine traits in different situations. Yet one trait 

isn’t unequal to the other in today’s Society. 

 

 

 

This image is part of Nicholas McDonald’s print series which explores Gender Identity. Initially, the 

focus of this project was Identity and what is it that makes and defines a person. It then evolved into 

exploring Gender identity and gender-branded objects.  Our gender or conception of gender defines 

who we are and essentially our Social Identity.  

The series includes interesting photographs of arranged vegetables that mimic male and female 

reproductive systems and body parts. McDonald questioned what made a man and what made a 

woman, including the obvious differences between the sexes. However, the concept developed 

again when he discovered a documentary that entailed the stories of Transgender people and how 

unhappy they felt with their gender and identity. They used and arranged fruit in certain ways to 

create the desired illusion of looking like the opposite sex. McDonald saw the humour in this and 

implemented this comical aspect into this series.  This is portrayed in this particular image more so 

than the other prints. ‘I wanted to highlight the funny side to this in an enlightening way, without 
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mocking the transgender culture.’ (McDonald) This concept and story behind the arranged fruit is 

symbolic and meaningful, underlining Social Identity issues. 

 

 

The yellow banana creates a stark and crude contrast against the black, frilly garment, similar to the 

Pop Art style. This makes a seemingly mundane object important, and it highlights issues about 

mental health and social identity.  Transgender people gain ‘pychological release’ (Ekins.R, King.D) 

through dressing as the opposite sex and this is what McDonald is expressing through this image.  

The composition and imagery is slightly comical and sensual from the symbolic use of the banana. 

Yet, there is a profound sense of frustration and pain. These people were going to great lengths to 

feel happier in their own body and with their perceived Identity, but it sounds uncomfortable and 

agonizing.                                                                                                                                                             

McDonald successfully enlightens the audience of this Identity crisis in Society.  

Trandgenderism can be defined as ‘moving across (transferring) from one gender category to 

another’ (Ekins.R, King.D) The term also incorporates the idea of living in between genders and the 

idea of ‘living beyond gender’ In modern society, Gender has become an abstract term, (Gender 

fluid, Non-binary, Bigender) where people have the freedom to recreate their image and Gender and 

therefore their Social identity.   

It is important to have a clear sense of our Identity. This will affect how we present ourselves and 

interact with Society. It will affect how we value and treat ourselves and ultimately how we treat 

others. We need to be happy with who we are. Many people are confused about where they belong, 

causing societal issues.   We may need to make changes for happiness within ourselves and within 

Society.  
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1.Frida Kahlo- Self Portrait                          2. Antony Gormley- Standing matter/ Ball works (2000-2010 

With thorn Necklace (1940) 

 

Frida Kahlos self portrait holds a lot of interest since it holds a lot of aspects from Fridas identity. In 

this self portrait it contains Frida facing the viewer with a background filled with leaves green and 

yellow, there’s thorns around her neck like a necklace which we can see is making her bleed, while 

also being held by a black monkey. We can also see a black cat behind her shoulder and a 

hummingbird is hanging on a thorn which again is around her throat. She holds a calm and solemn 

expression which seems she is enduring whatever pain she is going through. 

 

Frida has included symbolic creatures in this painting, she painted these elements to express her 

identity and how she feels about herself. The bird in my opinion symbolises freedom and her life, 

hummingbirds are usually colourful but In this painting, the humming bird is black and lifeless. I 

believe this is a symbol of frida herself and how much emotional and physical pain she holds after 

going through many dreadful experiences in her life. (Self-Portrait with Thorn Necklace and 

Hummingbird, 1940, By Frida Kahlo, 2021) 
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For Frida to express her identity as not only a woman in the 1940s but an artist too must have been 

tough, so she documented her attempts in order to allow for her to survive, to act out through 

paintings that were layered with fantasy’s. (Sharyn R. Udall, 2003) 

 

In regards to the necklace of thorns we see a resemblance immediately to Jesus’s crown of thorns, 

making me believe that she has a religious side to her identity, Frida might has painted herself as  

Christian martyr after the pain she endured from her failed marriage. She could be portraying herself 

as Jesus Christ. (Behind Frida Kahlo’s Self Portrait with Thorn Necklace and Hummingbird, 2021) 

 

 

She emphasises her monobrow and moustache, intended as a feminist statement especially with 

features that women in 1940s never had. Constantly belittled by her looks made her who she was. 

Now Frida is an international icon for woman, her self image has admired many people and and 

many individuals see her as creating the first female ‘selfie’. She valued her identity as a woman and 

how her identity changed a lot throughout her life. It is evident that she did not completely identify 

with femininity and this didn’t define her as a woman. It seems as if she felt more restricted due to 

different stereotypes around feminists, however she saw the potentiality of acceptance through 

androgyny. Her capability to change between her identification with both male and female 

establishes her true power and existence between genders. This shows through her self- portrait and 

ways in which she represents and performs between genders. (Mushro, 2018) 

 

This piece of artwork is mesmerising, it shows raw emotion and us as a viewer can feel that emotion, 

it has a beautiful yet sad meaning making it that more unique. This piece calls out to me the most as 

it has meanings that I personally believe in myself. 

 

 

Antony Gormley Standing matter is a strategy of choosing his own personal body as the starting 

point for his artistic visual language. In Gormleys work he uses the body not only as a subject but 

also a medium, material and tool as equal measure. 

 

“We look for beauty and a certain kind of likeness. My work doesn’t give likeness, or beauty in any 

understood way. It really presents the body as a condition, not as a given identity” a beautiful quote 

given by Gormley explaining The meaning behind his sculpture pieces, I love the fact he doesn’t give 

his work an identity just ‘presents the body as a condition’, this allows for us to use our imagination 

and come up with our own versions of how we perceive his work. (Antony Gormley | Standing 

Matter, 2021) 
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Gormley also explores relationships between mass and space as a dynamic. The balls in this specific 

sculpture are hand forged as constellations that are paused but seem to have the potential for 

function as they form into a human body. Through disorder Gormley has  allowed for a scientific 

system to come together, however has made the forms on the floor roll about. 

This seems so natural to the eye but the meaning and forming behind the scenes seem far more 

complicated, as if a system only Gormley has figured out. (Lovell, 2016) 

 

Gormleys sculptures try’s to embody the inner space of the human figure, they become the space 

rather than being positioned in that space. Gormley uses his gift of sculpture to establish the inner 

and outer worlds, not giving his work an identity, thus allowing his audience to create that identity 

for him. His sculptures capture a raw type of art, the fact he includes science is out of this world, it 

makes his work that much more memorable. The fact he creates human body’s with different forms 

but with no facial features makes it mysterious. We know he created his work as a condition, what 

made him think of that?  

 

Gormleys work being a functional instrument in the social world holding the duties of representing 

the social identity’s held within Gormleys work. His work has its own realm, working on its own 

conditions allowing for identity’s through the making of his work. Gormley goes behind appearances, 

behind surfaces and starting from the very start with just the skin making connections to further the 

sculpture creating its conditions. (Gormley, 2009) 

 

This piece of work has truly mesmerised me, Gormley was very smart in regards to the concept of 

making this piece. He made it so us as viewers question his ability’s, maybe he has superpowers? His 

concepts are beautiful, the scientific background I believe makes this sculpture. By looking at this 

piece of work you wouldn’t think there’s such a genius concept behind it. The fact that I have now 

created my own identity for this sculpture is beautiful. 
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1. Identity single poster X-RaySpex (1978)                                 2. Lee Wan- Proper Time (2017) 

 

Social identity is described as being a persons sense of who they are based on the group they belong 

to. In 1979 Henri Tajfel proposed that these groups provided A source of pride and self-esteem, a 

sense of belonging in the social world. Henry also proposed that stereotyping is based on a normal 

cognitive process e.g. grouping things together. When doing so we notice the differences between 

groups and the similarities between things within the same group. The theory suggests that its when 

these differences are apparent that prejudice begins. Groups will try and find negatives in one 

another to make themselves feel in a higher social standing or to be more comparatively favourable 

amongst the other social groups. The ‘us’ and ‘them’ mentality is known in this theory as in-groups 

and out-groups.  

One such group was the punk rock scene in England from 1976 to 1986. This group identified as an 

anti-establishment movement which, at the time, shocked the public due to the rowdy and violent 

image punks were known for. Punk allowed the members the freedom of expression that was not 

commonplace among people during this time. At the height of the punk era, The political and 

economic climate of Britain was causing unrest in the public, young people were restless and the 

establishment was failing the people. This is when the punk community came together to create an 

environment where all of the common denominators meant that there was a greater sense of 

belonging with one another. 

In a YouTube video where people were interviewed as they lined up for a concert, one man said, 

“coming out of school in the late 70’s like I did, to no future with a fractured government, it was 

something you latched onto and was right for you, the songs meant something to you and the lyrics 

meant something to you.” Another member said “punk will never die as long as we’ve got something 

to fight against, something to argue against.”  It was these feelings of punks (us) against the 

establishment (them) that created the identity that many people still socially identify themselves 

with today. This carried through into the ‘Anarchic’ artworks and graphic design of the time with 

explosive visual language conveying the political strife in England. Punk allowed artists to go against 
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the mainstream design styles in media and advertising at the time, with freedom of expression and 

loud and aggressive messages in the artwork.  

The piece of art I chose when conducting my research is the banner poster of the punk band X-

RaySpex(see fig. 1) , for their single titled Identity which was released in 1978. The artwork shows 

the band members with their eyes taped over and identity badges on their tops. Their album art is 

what you expect to see with punk bands with black and white ‘newspaper’ backgrounds with  

 

splashes of bright, loud colour. Punks believed in anti-materialism and recycling so a lot of the art 

consisted of newspapers, buttons and zips and ripped material or other materials found around the 

house. 

 

 

My second piece of research consisted on exploring identity in Korea. Artists Cody Choi and Lee Wan 

were commissioned by the Korean Art Council to create works for Koreas national pavilion in Venice 

Biennale. The two artists held a joint exhibition which explored the ‘counterbalance of the stone and 

the mountain’ and their own perception of the conflicts and disjointed identity in modern Korea. The 

particular piece of art I liked the most was by Lee Wan, a young Korean artist that uses his works to 

investigate the lives of those exploited by global powers. He was born and raised in Seoul with his art 

exploring the subject of the social identity of those affected by the global cultural phenomena 

influenced by capitalism.  

Cultural globalisation affects us all socially on a wide scale with inequality issues based on your social 

class, ethnicity or race. This inequality also comes in the form of modern slave labour, where the 

industries heavily influenced by capitalism lead to more opportunities for labour exploitation in 

areas such as fishing, textiles and and labour-intensive manufacturing in countries where human 

rights violations are rarely corrected.  

‘Proper Time’ consists off 668 clocks hung around a central piece named ‘For A Better Tomorrow’ of 

what appears to be a family with their faces removed from the sculpture (see fig. 2). Each clock 

represents an individual Wan had interviewed from around the world, with their date of birth, 

nationality, occupation and name inscribed on the clock face. Lee Wan states that ‘each clock moves 

at a different rate that is determined by the amount of time the individual in question must work to 

afford a meal.’ The display is described at being a multi-sensory abstract portrait that represents 

global inequality. It took 5 years and 10 different Asian countries for Wan to conduct his interviews 

with over 1,200 people, many farmers and local producers harvesting rice, producing sugar in order 

to get a concept of how much labour and time was involved in making a single breakfast. From here 

he used statistical data made by governmental bodies as well as the formula for the speed of light 

used in physics. He then set the standard value to be the cost of a meal in relation to the global GDP. 

Finally, Wan collaborated with electrical engineers and programmers to set each digital clock to 

move at a particular speed, based on all of the information he had gathered. Each clock also had a 

speaker installed so that the audience could hear the favourite meal of each of the individuals Wan 

had met with.  
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The sculpture ‘For A Better Tomorrow’ was inspired by 1970’s Korean propaganda and as Wan 

describes in an interview, ‘in the past, power controlled the people.’  he goes on to say that the 

system is very much still valid and this is why he chooses to appropriate propaganda images. Slogans 

after the Korean War read ‘For A Better Tomorrow, and ‘Todays Sweat for Tomorrow’s Happiness’ 

just to name a few and this shows the ideals of the Korean government and how they promised a  

 

better future for the hard work given in the present but now, in that future, South Korea has one of 

the highest mortality rates of young adults in the world. 
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1.Bronze Sculptures from Micquel Barceló’s                      2. “Finnley” from Manomatic’s “Ortostatos”. 

“Metamorphosis” exhibition. (2020)                                         (2019) 

 

The first piece (seen above on the left) I will be talking about is from Micquel Barceló's 

metamorphosis exhibition, the exhibition itself is made up of 30 ceramic pieces, 13 paintings, 42 

watercolours, 6 travel notebooks and a 6 large bronze sculptures (as shown above). Barceló has 

been working on these pieces since 2014 and they are perfect at representing through imagery and 

metaphors the importance of one's social identity and what it feels like to lose your sense of 

humanity and social identity. 

The name chosen for this exhibition "metamorphosis" takes inspiration from one of Franz Kafka's 

books more specifically his novella by the name of "The Metamorphosis", the books theme is 

obviously the inspiration for Barceló's exhibition as the book focuses on a man and his alienation and 

isolation once he is stripped of all the things that make him human in the eyes of his friends and 

family due to his metamorphosis.  Barceló was clearly inspired by this book and its message behind it 

as we can see through the work in his exhibition which tackle this idea of stripping away the aspects 

of one's social identity that make them human in the eyes of friends, family, and other members of 

society. 

The piece chosen for our exhibition focuses in particular on the 6 bronze sculptures created by 

Barceló. The sculptures themselves are made to look like giant burnt out matches which represent 

people who have had aspects of their humanity or social identity taken/burnt away. The imagery of 

the burnt-out match symbolizes the isolation and alienation felt by someone whose own social 

identity is stripped away with them within society, as a burnt-out match has lost the characteristics 

that make it useful to others and is typically thrown away, in the same sense a person who has lost 

their social identity may be perceived by others as not a functioning part of society causing them to 
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feel alienated and isolated just like the burnt-out match typically thrown away. Barceló and his 

impressive use of such a strong and sturdy metal like bronze to turn it into such a fragile image that 

looks like its withering away to the point where it could collapse at any moment in itself is reflecting 

a message of how social identity is viewed by the owner as strong and impervious like metal but is in 

fact easily broken down and lost throughout life but can be grown back again, linking back to the 

name of his exhibition "metamorphosis". 

Micquel Barceló's piece does an excellent job at representing the frailty of one's social identity and I 

think is a perfect example of work to be placed in our exhibition focusing on social identity. Many 

other examples of work depicting social identity could have been taken from Barceló's 

metamorphosis exhibition these sculptures do the focus justice through the choice of material used, 

down to the contextual background leading up to these pieces being depicted and captured 

perfectly.  

 

 

The second piece chosen for our exhibition (above on the right) is by the graffiti/street artist and 

painter "Manomatic" described as a "hyper-realistic Banksy" who questions the machinelike and 

destructive nature of modern capitalist society and our individual's relationship between it and our 

identity. The piece chosen for our exhibition is called "Finnley" meaning warrior with hair hinting 

towards the piece and its subject and its strong independent nature, clearly Manomatic was 

attempting to depict and capture the "warrior" like characteristics of a woman giving the piece itself 

a sense of identity to be seen by others. The piece was done alongside a series called "Ortostatos" 

which focuses on telling a story of one's identity through the vibrant colours and an assorted styles 

of paint strokes. Manomatic also previously did a series called "Skhema" which also focused on 

displaying the subject's identity and personality through the canvas but this series was a lot tidier 

and cleaner cut, it is clear Manomatic realized a more abstract approach with his oil painting style 

was needed to capture emotion and personality. 

The piece itself reflects on the subject's strong womanhood in her own personal social identity as 

she wants to be perceived as independent and brave just like the title "Finnley", Manomatic clearly 

captures this as using a predominate use of red in his painting, a colour which is typically associated 

with brave and powerful emotions, depicting the strong courageous energy of this “warrior” woman. 

Red is also associated with anger which Manomatic could have been trying to capture the anger of a 

"warrior" woman in today's patriarchal system and its battle against women and their own social 

identity. Other specks of bright colours such as blue and yellow are scattered within the piece as well 

which add depth into the pieces personality and identity by representing the little specks and 

attributes rubbed off by others throughout life which then become a permanent part of your 

personality and identity to be carried with you. 

Manomatic uses a minimalist and abstract approach to displaying the woman's facial features and 

body ignoring accessory aspects of the human body such as the hair and body shape which can be 

altered to display the identity, we want others to see and believe. Instead, he focuses our attention 

on her eyes and mouth, which Manomatic has used perfectly to convey the emotions and 

personality of the subject, removing these aspects of the "ego" to get rid of the distractions put up 

between other members of society and one's true social identity beneath the surface 
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Manomatic's piece does a fantastic job at capturing the essence of one's individual personality and 

their true social identity and would be a powerful addition to our social identity focused exhibition. 

Even though many of the pieces from Manomatic’s “Ortostatos” exhibition would have been 

suitable candidates for representing their character’s identity, this piece in particular does an 

excellent job at creating a striking image from his use of bold red throughout the canvas in contrast 

to the clean white background to his minimalist use of facial features only depicting what was 

necessary in capturing the character of the “warrior” woman and her personal social identity. 
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